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Abstract—Data availability and quality are crucial issues
in energy system modelling and analysis extending to the
policy and decision making processes. Such issues concern
particularly transmission networks data and models which
are of high importance when dealing with network expansion,
network operation and integration of renewable energy sources.
Transmission network datasets are not publicly available and
accessible datasets have restrictive licenses, are incomplete and
do not undergo quality assessment. This is partly due to the
opacity of the data models used, their assumptions as well as
the simplifications used in deriving network datasets.
These issues extend to models and tools used in the power grid
assessment and planning. Uniform grid planning is required
for a successful energy transition by allowing the optimal
use of renewable energy sources. This mainly involves the
management of the electricity grid. However, there is currently
no suitable open grid planning tool that is able to consider
optimum national economic use of the various flexibility options
at the different voltage levels.
In this context, we propose two models in order to contribute
to more transparent energy system modelling and analysis
in general and in deriving transmission network data grid
planning in particular and discuss their application case for
India.

I. INTRODUCTION

Current and future energy supply systems face many
challenges due in part to the increasing integration of
renewable energy sources. Ambitious greenhouse gases
reduction and other climate-related targets are setting
new energy system structures, promoting the introduction
of new technologies and novel operational strategies.
Investment decisions in existing and new (infra)structures
and technologies are dependent on political and economic
strategies (and decisions) at both local and regional levels. In
defining future possible development pathways and energy
policy, decision makers mainly rely on expert reports and
studies. An example of such reports is for example the EU
reference scenario 2016 which is used by the European
Commission and ’provides a benchmark against which new
policy proposals can be assessed’ [1]. To derive policy
informing and guiding reports, academic and research
institutions make use of mathematical modelling of energy
systems at different scales, using different approaches and
for different purposes.

Depending on the scale, sectors and focus of the energy
system at hand, different energy system models can be
used [2], [3], [4]. Although the paradigms, temporal and
spatial scales as well as the approaches may vary, most

energy models are closed source models which heavily rely
on input data. This means that, details of the modelling,
the assumptions and simplifications used in modelling are
not known nor publicly available. This extends to include
the input datasets used in energy system models, their
availability, quality and aggregation approaches. The lack
of transparency in energy modelling and its associated
data have negative impacts on the acceptance, the quality,
impact and suitability of their results [5], [6]. Such issues
are critical, due to the guiding role such models and their
results provide in policy, decision making and planing.

Models and data transparency issues extend to models
and tools used in the power grid assessment and planning
[6], [7]. Uniform grid planning is required for a successful
energy transition by allowing the optimal use of renewable
energy sources. This mainly involves the management of
the electricity grid, which in the case of many countries
involves many network operators. This results in a wide
range of interests which can be conflicting and can stand
at odds with national economic objectives and consumers
interests. However, there is currently no suitable open grid
planning tool that is able to consider optimum national
economic use of the various flexibility options at the
different voltage levels.

For countries such as India, with a fast growing economy,
which are experiencing energy supply deficit and are mainly
relying on fossil fuel imports to meet their energy demand,
integrating renewable energy sources is an attractive alter-
native [8], [9], [10]. Increasing the integration of renewable
energy sources not only contributes to the decrease of
greenhouse gases and decreasing energy supply shortages but
constitutes an important step towards energy self-sufficiency.
Developing a path towards an efficient and greener energy
supply requires setting policies and guidelines [11], [9]. To
ensure transparent policy and decision making, open energy
modelling is required. Moreover, open energy modelling can
contribute to educational purposes and increase awareness
about environment and energy efficiency issues.

In this contribution, we present two open source and
open data models which can be used as an alternative to
closed source power network modelling tools. The goal
is to contribute to transparent energy system modelling in
general and to provide open source tools to derive power
network data and for power grid planning in particular.



This contribution is organised as follows, in Section II, the
OpenStreetMap (OSM) geographic database is introduced.
Then two open source models based on OSM datasets are
introduced. First, in Section III the open source transmission
network model SciGRID is presented. Second, the open
source grid planning model open eGo is then highlighted in
Section IV. In Section V, the focus of the two models is set
on India, where their potential is explored and their benefits
as well as their contribution in enhancing the Indian power
grid datasets are highlighted.

II. OPENSTREETMAP DATABASE AND ITS
POWER-RELATED DATASETS

As the two models presented in this contribution heavily
rely on input data from the OSM database, a brief intro-
duction to the databases, its data types and power-related
datasets is provided in this section.

OpenStreetMap 1 is a voluntary geographic information
(VGI) project which aims at creating a free and accessible
geographic database of the world. The project was started in
2004 in UK by Steve Cost and is to date the most extensive
VGI database in the world 2. OSM data includes geo-
referenced objetcs and their features which can be mapped,
e.g. streets, buildings, transmission lines, power plants, wind
turbines, solar panels, country boundaries, land cover etc.
The data uploaded to OSM is collected by mappers on a
voluntary basis either by hand or using Global Positioning
System (GPS) devices (for more details refer to [12], [13]
and the Wiki page of OSM). The collected datasets are
uploaded and then linked to the OSM database using dif-
ferent editing tools (such as JOSM or Potlatch2). The data
available in the OSM database is freely accessible and is
available under the Open Database License 1.0 (ODbL) 3.
This license allows users to download, modify and share the
datasets obtained from the OSM database. Many project rely
on OSM datasets, examples of which are: urban planning and
urban energy systems modelling [14], [15], [16], road-traffic
modelling [17] and routing applications [18].

Fig. 1: Representation of a closed way defining an electrical
substation in OpenStreetMap (OSM-ID=247861059). Cred-
its: c©OpenStreetMap contributors.

1OpenStreetMap
2OpenStreetMap Wiki: Statistics
3Open Database License 1.0

Fig. 2: XML definition of an electrical substation in
OpenStreetMap with its associated tags and values (OSM-
ID=247861059). Credits: c©OpenStreetMap contributors.

OSM data is structured in three main data types: nodes,
ways and relations. Nodes are points in space defined
by their geographical coordinates. Ways are an ordered
list of nodes defining either none-closed objects such as
transmission lines or closed objects such as power plants
and electrical substations. The relation which represents the
most complex type of data in OSM is an ordered list of
nodes, ways and can even contain other relations. The goal
behind using the data type relation is to define a spatial or
logical association relating different sub-elements, e.g. a bus
route that contains multiple bus stops and road parts. OSM
data types are associated with tags, dictionary-like entries
having a key and a value attributes. The tags describe specific
properties of the object it represents, e.g. a node representing
an electrical pole will for example have the key=value
combination: power=tower. OSM data is written in an
XML-based format and follows a specific XML schema
definition [12]. An excerpt of an XML-data for a substation
and its representation in OSM are shown on Fig. 2 and Fig.
1; respectively.

Fig. 3: Example of a power relation with key and value:
route = power representing a transmission circuit (OSM-
ID=5451104). Credits: c©OpenStreetMap contributors and
overpass turbo.

Power-related data in OSM is represented by the three
data types mentioned earlier such as: nodes represent
electrical poles and towers. Transmission lines as well as
underground electrical cables are represented by ways,
while electrical substations, generators (PV, wind, etc.) and

http://www.openstreetmap.org
http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Stats
http://opendatacommons.org/licenses/odbl


power plants are defined using closed ways (see Fig. 1). The
power relations are very important in the context of power-
related modelling as they define electrical circuits (i.e. how
the electrical substations are connected to each other to
form a power network). Power-relations are composed of
several electrical towers, two or more substations and many
transmission lines (see Fig. 3). OSM power relations have
the key=value combination route=power. Moreover,
power data in OSM include, beside the geo-location of the
different components, additional information about e.g. the
voltage level, frequency, wire bundles types and numbers,
and operators.

In the following sections two models which use
OpenStreetMap power data to derive power transmission
models covering from the highest to the medium voltage
levels using different approaches are presented in more
details.

III. SCIGRID: OPEN SOURCE TRANSMISSION NETWORK
MODEL

The SciGRID model is an open source reference model of
the European transmission networks for scientific analysis
[19], [6] 4. SciGRID covers, in its original version, the
German and the European power transmission network
datasets. Because it uses open source input datasets and
processing tools, the SciGRID model can be adapted and
extended to include other regions of the world such as India
(for more details refer to Section V).

The SciGRID model aims at deriving the extra-high
voltage transmission network datasets i.e. voltage levels
equal or greater than 220kV , and is based on the power-
related data available from OSM. The approach used in the
SciGRID model is briefly introduced in the following, for
more details about the derivation process refer to [19], [6] as
well to the webpage of the SciGRID project www.scigrid.de.

Fig. 4: SciGRID work flow charts displaying the different
steps involved in the model.

The SciGRID model is divided in three steps: data
download, data processing and export and finally model

4The SciGRID project is financed by the German Federal Ministry of
Education and Research, funding code 03SF0471

output (see Fig. 4). In the download step, raw geo-referenced
OSM data is extracted from the OSM database for a defined
region (such as Germany). The OSM raw data is then
filtered to only include power-related datasets, such dataset
include transmission lines and electrical substations as well
as their respective properties (for example: transmission
lines lengths and voltage levels). The filtering is conducted
using the open source Java tool osmosis 5.

In the data processing step, the filtered power data is
exported to a relational database using the open source
command-line program osm2pgsql 6. The export to a
database allows for a more flexible storage and processing
of large georeferenced datasets. The exported power data
is the processed using SQL queries to build the power
transmission network using the following steps. The
electrical substations are abstracted to their geometrical
centres. The transmission lines between two vertices are
then located and abstracted to direct connections with
individual lengths calculated from the detailed layout in
OSM. Additionally, information available about the voltage
level, number of cables and wires of the transmission lines
are adopted from OSM data. The power network is then
constructed using the circuits information available in the
OSM power relations (relations have been introduced in
Section II. Power relations are not well represented in some
European countries (as it is also the case for India, refer to
Section V), routing algorithms are used on the underlying
power data. Such routing is implemented in the GridKit tool
(The GridKit tool was developed as part of the SciGRID
model and project 7).

After the abstraction step, the resulting transmission
network datasets are the georeferenced lists of the
transmission lines and electrical substations representing
the power network’s edges and vertices; respectively (as
illustrated for Germany on Fig. 5). An example is shown
in Fig. 6 representing the vertices (nodes) and edges
(transmission lines) tables representing the transmission
network’s dataset for Germany.

The OSM power data used as input for the SciGRID
model, the models scripts and algorithms, the output data i.e.
the power network structure as well as the documentation
of the model and data are publicly available on the project
webpage. Network data derived using SciGRID can be used
for many applications such as power flow simulations 8,
characterisation of power networks [6], [19], [20], [21] and
network stability studies [22], [23].

IV. OPEN EGO: OPEN SOURCE GRID PLANNING TOOL

The second model introduced in this contribution is the
open eGo model 9, which is an open source grid planning

5OpenStreetMap Wiki: Osmosis tool
6OpenStreetMap Wiki: Osm2pgSQL tool
7GridKit power grid tool
8See examples of SciGRID data for power flow simulations on the PyPSA

tool webpage: https://www.pypsa.org/
9The open eGo project is financed by the German Federal Ministry of

Economic Affairs and Energy (funding code 0325881D)

www.scigrid.de
www.scigrid.de
www.scigrid.de
http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Osmosis
http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Osm2pgsql
https://github.com/bdw/GridKit


Fig. 5: Visualisation of the German transmission network
datasets obtained using the GridKit tool (OSM data status
18th of July 2017). Credits: c©OpenStreetMap contributors
and QGIS.

Fig. 6: Example of the transmission network’s vertices and
edges tables obtained for Germany. (OSM data status 18th

of July 2017). Credits: c©OpenStreetMap contributors and
QGIS.

tool. The open eGo model, in its present version, is used
to determine optimal network and storage development in
Germany. However, and like the SciGRID model, due its
open source and open data structure, the open eGo model
can be easily extended to include other regions and countries
such as India. The aim behind the model is to develop
a transparent, multi-grid-level operating grid planning
tool to investigate economic grid expansion scenarios. In
open eGo, alternative flexibility options such as storage or
re-dispatch measures are both considered. The current grid
planning and expansion challenges for associated with the
integration of large amounts of renewable energy sources
can be transparently answered using the open eGo model.

The approach used in the open eGo model is briefly
introduced in the following, for more details about the
model refer to the project website 10.

10Open eGo project website

In the open eGo model, two main steps are involved:
deriving the model’s input datasets and conduction
optimization simulations (see Fig. 7).

Fig. 7: Open eGo model steps chart.

In the first step, the datasets for the highest to the
medium power network, conventional and renewable energy
generation and electricity consumption for Germany are
derived. Different open sources of datasets are used to
derive such datasets. As an example, power network data
is extracted from OSM (using the osmTGmod11 tool),
renewable and conventional generation data is extracted
from the German Network Agency 12 and the OPSD dataset
13 and standard load profiles are used to define the electrical
load. The different datasets used is highly resolved for each
technology and all power network nodes in Germany and
can be downloaded 14.

Fig. 8: Power flow simulations performed in the open eGo
model.

After all required input data is derived, power flow
simulation can be carried out on the resulting power grid
(refer to Fig. 8 for the details of the power flow procedure).
In open eGo, the tool eTraGo 15 (electricity transmission
grid optimization) was developed for initiating power

11osmTGmod medium voltage grid extraction tool
12Bundesnetzagentur: German Network Agency
13Open Power System Data project webpage
14https://github.com/openego/data processing
15https://github.com/openego/eTraGo

https://github.com/bdw/GridKit
https://github.com/wupperinst/osmTGmod
https://www.bundesnetzagentur.de
https://open-power-system-data.org/


flow simulations and optimizations for different set-ups
and uses the software PyPSA 16. Currently, eTraGo is
capable of optimising different flexibility options such as
defining optimal sizes for storage, optimal dispatch under
consideration of power grid constraints. In the future, the
variation of the grid topology will also be part of the
optimisation in order to allow the consideration of grid
extension measures.

V. APPLICATION: POWER NETWORK DERIVATION IN
INDIA

In this section, we focus on applying the SciGRID model
to explore the potential of the SciGRID model and the
GridKit tool in extracting the power transmission network
dataset for India. The GridKit tool is used to extract the
power network due to the lack of power relations in the
OSM data for India.

The OSM dataset for India for the 18th of July 2017 is
extracted from the Geofabrik webpage 17, which provides
updated OSM data extracts for different regions. OSM
data can also be extracted from other sources, for more
information refer to the OSM Wiki page.

In table I, the OSM power data available for India is
presented and characterised according to its type, properties
and extent and compared to the datasets for Germany for
the same OSM database status date. It is clear from table
I, that the grid data extracted for India need to be further
investigated and the model adapted for this region, such
as to capture all available power data in OSM in order to
complete missing datasets.

Power data India Germany

nb. of substations high voltage 1697 422
nb. of substations low/medium voltage 6799 1574
nb. of transmission lines high voltage 5396 2896

nb. of transmission lines low/medium voltage 10065 14674
nb. of power plants 20 83

TABLE I: Power data available in OpenStreetMap for India
and Germany. The datasets used are extracted from Geofab-
rik (http://www.geofabrik.de/) and represent the 18th of July
2017 OSM database status.

The GridKit tool is applied to the OSM dataset extracted
for India after it has been filtered to only keep power-related
OSM datasets. Then the filtered dataset is exported to a
database where the network is then built using the GridKit
algorithm. On Fig. 9, the power network for India including
the available electrical substations and transmission lines in
OSM is represented.

VI. CONCLUSION

In the contribution, the importance of open source
and open data tools in energy modelling and power grid

16www.pypsa.org
17Geofabrik webpage http://www.geofabrik.de/

Fig. 9: Visualisation of the power network for the highest
voltage level (≥ 220kV ) for India using GridKit. The blue
circles are electrical substations and the black lines are
transmission lines. (OSM data status 18th of July 2017).
Credits: c©OpenStreetMap contributors and QGIS.

modelling was highlighted in the context of modelling
energy systems especially in view of the integration
of renewable energy sources. The OpenStreetMap
georeferenced database was presented as well as the
power-grid related datasets it contains. OSM offers a viable
and good quality source of data which can be used to
model energy systems and power grids in particular. Due to
its open data license, OSM provides a source of open data
which can be easily integrated in new or existing models
and datasets without the risk of license violation or data
property issues. Such advantages are very attractive when
dealing with transparent and open modelling which can
serve as a base on an informed policy and decision making
in the energy sector. Moreover, two open source and open
data models making use of OSM datasets and open source
tools, SciGRID and open eGo were presented. Using the
SciGRID model and its GridKit extension tool, the power
grid for India was extracted and presented. Although both
models presented need to be adapted to India through
modelling and assumptions proper to this particular region,
SciGRID and open eGo can greatly contribute to enhance
the energy data situation in India and therefore contribute
to transparent and consistent power grid and energy system
modelling.
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